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		?This book presents the outcomes of the symposium “NEW METROPOLITAN PERSPECTIVES,” held at Mediterranea University, Reggio Calabria, Italy on May 26–28, 2020.

	
		Addressing the challenge of Knowledge Dynamics and Innovation-driven Policies Towards Urban and Regional Transition, the book presents a multi-disciplinary debate on the new frontiers of strategic and spatial planning, economic programs and decision support tools in connection with urban–rural area networks and metropolitan centers. The respective papers focus on six major tracks: Innovation dynamics, smart cities and ICT; Urban regeneration, community-led practices and PPP; Local development, inland and urban areas in territorial cohesion strategies; Mobility, accessibility and infrastructures; Heritage, landscape and identity;and Risk management,environment and energy. The book also includes a Special Section on Rhegion United Nations 2020-2030. Given its scope, the book will benefit all researchers, practitioners and policymakers interested in issues concerning metropolitan and marginal areas.
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Getting Started with CouchDBO'Reilly, 2012


	When I was about nine years old, I had an Acorn Electron, a home computer developed

	by Acorn Machines and one of the major precursors to modern home computing. It

	was tiny by today’s standards, having just 32K of RAM, a 2MHz CPU, and with the

	staggering ability to store a massive 360 Kb on the 3 inch Amstrad disks I was using...
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Manual of Stem Cell and Bone Marrow TransplantationCambridge University Press, 2013

	Fully revised throughout, the second edition of Manual of Stem Cell and Bone Marrow Transplantation is based on the in-house handbook used at the world-renowned Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. It is a practical pocket manual for all members of the stem cell and bone marrow transplant team. Written by experts at Dana-Farber, the contents are...
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Struts: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Use the Struts framework to create flexible, high-performance,  business-oriented Web applications that use Java servlets and JavaServer Pages.  James Holmes, a committer on the Struts project, provides a comprehensive Struts  tutorial that gets you started building real-world applications as quickly as  possible. He offers in-depth coverage of...
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50 Fast Flash MX TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
If you’re a Web designer, Macromedia Flash can help you create interactive effects that’ll reel in site visitors–and keep them coming back for more. Using lots of example movies, clear step-by-step instructions, and 32 pages of vivid color illustrations, Gurdy Leete and Ellen Finkelstein walk you through 50 of today’s...
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The Complete Android Guide: 3Ones3ones, Incorporated, 2011

	Google's Android operating system for phones is definitely a moving target. During the production of this book's first version, the latest Android version available on a cutting-edge phone jumped from 1.6 to 2.2. In that time, too, phones made by HTC and Motorola became exceedingly popular, and modified versions of the Android...
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Traumatic Brain Injury: Methods for Clinical and Forensic Neuropsychiatric AssessmentCRC Press, 2003
Won Highly Commended in the Neurology category of the 2004 British Medical Association Library Book Competition.

In addition to providing an excellent review of the clinical examination of traumatic brain injured patients, the sections describing neuropsychiatric testing are quite helpful. Overall, this book should prove usefula good...
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